
These statements reflect the performance of the majority of accounts. Individual account performance may vary due to a variety of factors, including benchmark, account guidelines,
investment vehicle implementation (if any), fees charged and timing of cash flows.

Two-Decade Pattern of Low Volatility Has Been Broken
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The 2008–2009 global
recession marks, in our view,
the beginning of an era of
increased volatility. In such
an environment, we believe
active management is the
best strategy for generating
sustainable portfolio returns.

1. Govt Bonds: Higher Volume, Longer Maturity
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For fixed-income investors,
managing to a market-cap-
weighted benchmark is
becoming problematic as
governments issue more
bonds: index durations are
lengthening, and high-debt
countries are overrepresented
in some indices.

Historically Bonds Outperform Cash—with Downside

Risk and Return of Cash vs.
Global Treasury Index

Data: January 1992 to December 31, 2009
Higher returns come at the cost of increased
volatility and the potential for drawdowns.
Source: Barclays Capital, Bloomberg and
Thomson Datastream

Global Dynamic Duration
(GDD) is benchmark-agnostic:
instead of following a
benchmark, it targets the best
part of the global yield curve
to own through the cycle. It
also seeks a premium above
cash, high portfolio liquidity,
limited downside interest-rate
volatility and defensiveness.

Pure Term Premium and Volatility
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First we determine which part
of the global yield curve can
capture, on a risk-adjusted
basis, a sustained pure term
premium (PTP) to cash over
the cycle. This “sweet spot”
is currently the five-year part,
which captures 90% of PTP
obtainable from 10-year bonds
with only 64% of the risk.

How Research Influences Duration Positioning
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The yield curve sweet spot can
be volatile, however, and we
can improve the downside
aspects of the return profile
by actively targeting portfolio
duration. The duration setting
depends on the PTP available
at the sweet spot and our
research view on whether
yields are likely to rise or fall.

Sources of Targeted Excess Return for GDD
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Being benchmark-agnostic,
GDD will be free to invest
in suitably rated global
government bonds wherever
attractive opportunities
appear on the global yield
curve. The display shows how
we expect the three GDD
sources of return to contribute
to performance.
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Investing in an Era of Uncertainty
AllianceBernstein—Global Dynamic Duration
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